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A route through the surroundings of Fabara begins its course together with the route
of the Lower Matarraña Fabara-Nonaspe. After a first shared section, it starts its
independence beyond the Roman Mausoleum when it fords the course of the river and,
after going around a picturesque cliff, returns to the town, but not before visiting the
ecological sewage treatment plant. In short, it is a cycling and hiking proposal that is
pleasant, of moderate length, and accessible to all people.
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The route starts at the recreational park and swimming pool
area, and crosses the Matarraña bridge towards Maella. Shortly
after, it leaves the asphalt and turns right on the track that
leads to the Roman Mausoleum. After this fascinating
archaeological milestone, the PR-Z 158 separates to the right
towards a farm road. It reaches the reed bed and the acequia
service area and runs along a path under the acequia and next
to the riparian forest.

After passing by a gauging station and a weir, the route
continues along the riverside path that surrounds the entire
meander of the river until it reaches the track along which the
Lower Matarraña route passes. 

It connects with the said route for about 100 meters, until the
PR-Z 158 deviates on a farm road to the right to ford the
Matarraña river.

A new trail surrounds the entire cliff before going up the valley
near the Matarraña groves. It reaches the road and continues
along it for 1.4 km. At km 25, it turns right onto a farm road that
circles the hill, crosses an almond farm along the edge and
continues until it reaches the cemented track that returns to
Fabara. 

It passes next to the ecological treatment plant of Fabara and
a small stretch of road gives access to the town center, ending
the route.
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services Fabara: Bar, Meals, Rural Tourims and Store. Information

points of interest
Roquissal del Rullo, a settlement of Hallstatt origin that yielded ceramics and other utensils from the 9th to the 4th century BC; Roman
mausoleum of Lucius Aemilius Lupus; Church of San Juan Bautista (15th century).

Visit us
www.cbac.es

datasheet

Distance:Distance:  15,5 km15,5 km
Time:Time:  3h 25 min3h 25 min
Elevation +:Elevation +:    205 m205 m
Elevation -: Elevation -: 205 m205 m
Kind of Tour:Kind of Tour:  CircularCircular
Natural environment severity:Natural environment severity:  22
Itinerary Orientation: Itinerary Orientation: 11
Difficulty:Difficulty: 1 1
Effort:Effort:  33


